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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Liquor Commission Shenanigans

The shenanigans of the Honolulu liquor commission have kept the public's attention. Perhaps they should be brought to the attention of the next legislature. Perhaps an investigation of the out going for the upcoming elections and the new liquor commission might be considered.

Consider the record of the Honolulu commissioners who regulate an industry important to local

Hawaiian Co-op Raises 100,000 lbs. of Passion Fruit on New Panaewa Project

Last year a cooperative of Hawaiian farmers from Hilo's Keokea homestead raised 100,000 lbs. of passion fruit. This year they sold it for $5 a pound, making a 25% profit. This year the project has expanded to include more than 100 families, with plans to double the production in the future.

Greenlee Awaits Ruling: AA Electric Hired On Contract

Although Mrs. Sayo Kilamura, Japan's "dancing goddess," is often offered to perform at a Japanese temple in charge or maintenance of the city-county's two incinerators is important to many, the question remains: Is the job too big for AA Electric?

Police Doubt 3,000 to 5,000 Players Daily

Hotel Street "BBB" Moves To Oust Fast Operators; Reporter Helps Out

By STAFF WRITER

Hotel Street, that brightly lit part of the island, is filled with bars, clubs, and restaurants. The city has been targeting the area for several years, and the residents are growing tired of the constant police presence. The hotel industry has been affected by the increased scrutiny, with some owners feeling that the city is overregulating.
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What Did Ike's
Reply Get for U.S.?

As the Honolulu Advertiser commented editorially Jan. 31, the Eisenhower-Bugan-
li agreement will study them, for proper appreciation of at-

titudes and positions of leading powers are

T HE DAILY PRESS of the nation gave
play to Prime Minister Edén's comment that
President Eisenhower's rejection of Soviet

friendship treaty was "admirable."

The rejection of the peace offer was not
so great a diplomatic move, whatever "admirable"

say it was sent at this time to over-
shadow in importance the visit of Prime

Minister Edén to Great Britain. Conditions

the Russians reason just as well have

our attention to the fact that if the

U.S., desires to work together for peace there would be

or no danger of war? If, as we insist, there

the United Nations and the United

why shouldn't there be a U.S.-U.S.

Small Treaty Organization within the U.N.?

In his reply, Mr. Eisenhower listed four

reasons which would bring about a

in Japan, Russia, and China. Instead of sending

SUCH A TREATY, he declared, would

replaced "antagonistic" military alliances, such as

Chou, refrained his government's

on Taiwan, saying it will liberate it

from Chinese Kiang-shih's control. At the

same time he urged Chinese on Taiwan who

went there with Chiang to return to the

Mainland.

"Paper Tiger" Grows

"The paper tiger" was growing again.

Chiang Kai-shek whose regime thrives only

because of aid from Washington, was

tough. The Hawaii Hech-Jan 30 com-
mented editorially that Chiang, "most

fortified of all (including dinner guests, Rhee

and Prime Minister Hayashida) people from the

Western Powers to keep hands off his

quarrel with the Chinese Communists as

he is about to re-conquer mainland

China."

The Hoehi said this talk came ob-

dritically and any adverse effects within the

Eisenhower-Buganli was in Wash-

... might have on the future of

stricture power on overseas bases controlled

by the Western allies."

The ECONOMIC sphere Britain has

to compete to hold its U.S. which has

how much to gain from such a

situation. The Soviet Union's opposition

tually hold up Japan's membership in the

UN. America wants trade with China, and

Communist.

TURNING more and to economic competition, mere

dependence on powers supplying it with arms and

bullying as an asset military bases

The Japanese leaders

What's At Stake in

Recent

Ike-Eden Discussions

Behind the Eisenhower-Edén talks lies the

whole power relationship of the West-

Japanese inititated the policy of un-

The Eisenhower-Edén talks reflect the whole power relationship of the West-

Rhee Plays Angle Shot

The Hechi editorial, "Forthright, Ob-

outrage and Conscience," mentioned Chana

the "forthright" one and Rhee the "ob-

lize" man in present handling of their

RHEE'S AMBASSADOR to Wash-

ington, General Kyuh-moon, in an interview

would "cut off aid to Korea if Rhee

tires from the presidency of South Korea.

This gave Rhee a chance to sound off.

He said he would be happy as to whether

or not he would run for re-election.

said the Hechi: "Greeded in such ob-

lice terms, this may be a trial balloon,

or, of course, quite legitimate. All

that Dr. Rhee needs now is for Chiang

ment from the U.S. officials to run again,

squelch his opponents who are said to

be legion."

The Hechi, a radical, unorganized and feared

in South Korea, again needs U.S. meddling in

U.S. politics to stay in power.

The Hechi was critical of Prime Min-

ister Hayashida and characterized him as

"confused." He has Ambassador Matsumu-

in London discussing a peace treaty with

that young Japanese leader at the start

of war but it seems he is personally handling

negotiations in Tokyo with a Russian mis-

on the Nationalist-Communist struggle for

permanent control of China. The British,

under Prime Minister Eden are, report-

favor in U.S. recognition of the Peking

and admission of that regime to the

United Nations. Obviously, too, that

would mean the beginning of the end

of the Chiang regime in the Far East

ment on Formosa. It would be foolishly

to imagine that Prime Minister Edén

would want him and give in to the British

proposals. Yet some compromise would have

to be made in the Washington talks and

the only possibility (not probability) would

seem to lie in the Chinese recognition of

Chiang Kai-shek's government with

dependence on arms supplied by arms and

bullying it as a military base eventually

bankrupt.

The Japanese leaders

World Trade: GM for
Freer Export of Goods

For some years the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce and west coast shipowners have advocated the lifting of the embargo, and trading with China. They organized an overland expeditions to look at the facts and big business that were profiting from

NEW YORK--"Surplus."

We have been told that surplus goods are in storage. Automobiles are getting harder to move. Military supplies—without des-

trious. But, for example, is getting 400 F-80 Sabrejets. But with many countries going neutral, arms cannot be dumped on dependent
countries as was done in the past.

Recently General Motors which has much to do with government policy—creat-

ing and cold and hot war—has begun to

surviving the deficit—of government poli-

currenting from cold and hot

trade arms—producing—came out

trade with the Soviet Union and East

European countries.

GM PRESIDENT Mark White in the

Current look magazine says: "I can't

I'm not sure why so many sales of cars

and other peace-time products to the Soviet

bloc cannot be increased as long as such

sales are in with U.S. State Department

democracy."

APL-O TO Peo. George Meany declared,

"Don't Mr. Currie realize that in the

Cuban situation, to the Communist war-

gods, foreign trade is not such an

military, therefore, the strategic
collapse of its second partner.

The same may be said for American

Europe, which is founded upon the

more elaborately defined RATO alliance.

And that more may be said for the

national defense of America itself,

founded upon the strategic air com-

mand dependency for 80 per cent of its

The BUDGET DOLLAR

Where it comes from:

BUDGET BALANCE

Receipts 66 33

Expenses 68 63

The Fiscal Year 1957 Estimated

30

30

21

13

15

13

15
Hired FBI Informer Fingers Attorney Andersen; Called "Liar"

By RAFFI IZARD

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 29--A hired informer of the U.S. political police--the FBI--this week fingered George Deukmejian, defense attorney for the California Labor School, as a "Communist." The FBI also accused of disloyalty the third week of the current Subversive Activities Control Board (SACB) investigation here was in fact by a 13-year-old social work hiree, hired by the SACB to be an informer within the Communist party.

She's a Liar

She knows her name and the one she once attended in the Andersen firm--Andersen's responses given to the press during the noon recess, was simple and direct.

Andersen is one of the partners in the San Francisco defense law firm of Gladstein, Andersen & Leonard. In addition to work for unions, he has a defense attorney in civil right cases.

Andersen is also noted for his past defense work on behalf of persons born without a nervous system, or with phthisical conditions, or with dislocated spines. These have been his major accomplishments.

Challenged Climate

Andersen's conciliate characterization of the FBI's efforts to finger him may be equally applicable to all the other purchased informers the FBI has on its books.

All these witnesses have simply flown through a dream--a realization of names--the names of those persons who have appeared before the Senate subcommittee because the witness on the stand had no other way out.

But this application of the smear technique first perfected by the FBI, is a technique that Vice President Richard Nix-

Repricing Program Now At $294,000

Mark; May Be Enacted For 18 Months

With repricing near its conclusion, and with the county employees, what are the chances that many employees will shortly get pay hikes?

It's a question employees are asking themselves, and the considerable interest these days, but it's difficult to answer. Paul Thurston, territorial director of the AFL-CIO, has stated that the cost of the program, as developing, appears to be too high, and that it runs over the $500,000 appropriated to the AFL-CIO and the program.

That question is far from the truth, Thurston says. Instead, he says it was a probability that the program will be put into effect, that it is not a matter of "will it or won't it." "The attorney general has already given an opinion," says Thurston, "that it cannot be made retroactive."

With less than 400 out of about 500 recognized employees, says Thurston, the estimated cost will run around $94,000. "That's not an indicator that $500,000 won't be enough for the program," he adds. "It's just an indicator."

But it's been six months since the program was approved, and it may be too late. So Thurston says no reason why the salary raises should not be paid merely for the remaining 10 months of the bimonthly.

"It would be fair," he says, "to pay only these employees who were repriced in July, says Thurston.

Not All Go Up

Also, it is believed that not all of the 900 employees will be repriced, but that the same. Some will also be repriced downward, enough the cost of great amount will not be reduced in these cases.

Despite repricing downward of some jobs, employees holding those jobs at first will not receive less than they do at present. But they may not be at the same grade as other employees do, and employees who succeed them in those jobs will not.

Gov. King has been reported as disturbed over the unionist among employees on the repricing program, and has been reported as a reception Wednesday for territorial employees as an eager effort on the part of representatives to themselves to employees in the best possible way.
Chee Fa Players Seek Signs In Dreams

(From Page 1)

elderly people as a sort of pastime. And then our intuitions is sometimes a threat. And even when we can't do that, we keep them living. That's how our eyes watch it all the time.

Hard To Convict

Those accused often swear bail rather than claim escape. But if they do decide to fight court, players of the local number game can give the police the prosecutor trouble. The charge of performing magic tricks in a lottery is almost always proved in three steps: the number, the way, and the prize. The difficulty of police action against the chief among the "chee-fa" locally, is undoubtedly the reason why the game has survived, and may even thrive. At the end of the last year and a half period, it has disappeared for over a period of years.

Like the numbers game in New York and elsewhere on the Mainland and Hawaii also. It has disappeared into the undercoast. The last time anyone heard of it was back in 1950 in Florida, and later back up the east coast of the Mainland, where it has disappeared for over a period of years. "Chee fa," its name indicates, called "chee" locally, is thought to be a delinquent from some old-time exotic that has been going it as long as they can remember. To many of the old timers, the numbers game has been a means of making a living. They played on the west coast to such an extent that at one time they even had a daily newspaper in San Francisco. The numbers game was reported to be for $200,000, with many of the gambler's in New York participating, in a big winner. Now, as on the west coast, many of the old timers in the numbers game claim that the Chinese ancestry participates. And the book of the game is reported to be played by all sorts of people, even those who accept the Chinese ancestry's name.

Dancing Godess Does Not Answer Nakamura; Is "Brain" In Japan?

(From Page 1)

Japanese section that the issue between the Japanese and Mrs. Nakamura ought to be de-bated—but that rules of fair play shews should be observed.

Certainly her failure to reply to theological questions has caused some of her admirers to speak out. Mrs. Nakamura, may be merely a typographical error for "Mrs. Nakamura," who set police and prosperity on her movements and ideas. This is the case not.

Not among those, of course, are those who admire the newsletter, who is a small returns to Japan Friday on the SS President Cleveland. This letter is written by those recently here for four or five or four from the mainland and will accompany the party. These followers, as corresponding members of the newsletter.

Inquiring into the history of the "Dancing Goddess" and her movements.

At the same time, local readers of Japanese language newspapers wonder whether they will be able to join the discussion, in the learned style of the newsletter. The articles, several of which were written by members of the newsletter, will remain for periods away from the mainland for three years taking inclination from the "Dancing Goddess" and her movements.

The opinion of the Japanese section that the issue between the Japanese and Mrs. Nakamura ought to be de-bated—but that rules of fair play shews should be observed.

On George Menny

Since taking the job of president at APLC-JUD, George Menny has been described as a "charismatic leader." Menny, a former member of the U.S. House of Representatives, represents the area known as "the church" in Honolulu, a region where he has been a major figure in the civil service and a long-time resident of the area. Menny has been active in several civic and political organizations, including the Hawaii State Teachers Association, the Hawaii State Democratic Party, and the Hawaii State Democratic Committee.

Liquor Commission's Shenanigans

(From Page 1)

complement of qualified, seasoned investigators on the staff of their office.

Their request was quite properly refused. Next came the illegal hiring of the Territorial Detective Agency by the commission to investigate its own actions. Then an atmosphere of drift, in the Territory to stop that one, but he couldn't act quickly enough to keep the hiring from costing the taxpayers some money that went down the drain. This was the result of the commission's already given as to why such an investigation was necessary in the first place.

Then came some ineffectual sparring with bar owners, in what seemed a clear usurpation of powers and duties normally those of the Honolulu police. That particular type of owning apparently hasn't entirely ended.

Most recently comes the monopoly handling of Nick Teves, a popular and little to Teves' 'competitive dealers who see the former superior shipping bag to his contracts by the donors. They feel that when the "temporary" period is over, Teves will have the field covered.

In the past, the trade wars of the commission's incredible shenanigans. There are others, such as the granting of a license to a man who hasn't even started to build and the nonexistent issuance of a permit.

In the commission, its antics are no more ridiculous than those of some other commissions in the past. So it would seem the fault lies in the law that gives the commission too much latitude. It would seem that an occasional citizen can file a suit on the liquor commission, or perhaps the police commission, he decides he is some sort of superior being with dictatorial rather than discretionary powers, according to the commission. The commission has given the proponents of home rule some excellent ammunition for the next session of the legislature. A thorough investigation by the lawmakers might bring out more.

Daivymen's Milk Deliverymen Must Have 2 Years of College

(From Page 1)

The case of the Honolulu milkmen is instructive because the coin pool games being installed in local bars by Teves are not sold outright, but are given to the patrons in a percentage basis.

Bothel also says he is not paid for his work, and has no interest in the coin pool games. All work is performed by the employees of the firm, he explained this week.

"The term "salesman," he ina- lso says, because the coin pool games being installed in local bars by Teves are not sold outright, but are given to the patrons in a percentage basis.

Bothel's wife, however, is financially interested in the company.

The fire inspector's outside work came to public attention following the controversy over what compa-

Big Wave Boost

Portland, Ore., (AP) — A remark-
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Daivymen's Milk Deliverymen Must Have 2 Years of College

(From Page 1)

the Mainland, although it's new now, the drivers will be drivers and many other delivery drivers who go out to meet the people, be as good, or graduate, as they are; he said. The pay is quite good, he said, and the work is not for the particular job and to keep them there but to select them for promotion in the firm.

Roy King, personnel assistant at Dairymen's Milk, said that the first time the company has asked for two years of college education or its equivalent. He said this was the result of a personnel department setup.

One representative did not have two years of college or its equivalent but he had qualifications that made him the best man for the job, he said.

The advertisement that caused consternation is the Dairymen's Milk delivery circles and among job seekers.

'Opening for several young men 22-28 years of age, 2 yrs. of college or equivalent education and experience. Applicants must have ability to work under pressure and be able to keep up with the times of competition. Applicants will be required to work hard and willing to start at less than the current rate of pay. Spots are limited, starting salary will be $350-400 per mo, plus additional bonuses.'
The construction and General Laborers Union, will hold a meeting next week at Central Intermediate School to discuss the school social program explained "so that its application to the various Hawaiian Islands out of the domains of the U.S. Army, Air Force, and Navy." According to Solomon Ak, union official.

Aki has invited Arthur A. Wallow (not to be confused with Arthur A. Wawlow of the CRDF central committee), to speak at the Kuliouoa's Lincoln's birthday anniversary. The club of the Republican Party of Hawaii recently established a great American-Arbara, Judge Fitch's letters.

We feel and deem it only proper to express our appreciation to Abraham Lincoln, a Republican, for his great work in leading the way to freedom and to the emancipation of the working people," the invitation from Aki to Wallow said.

The Rev. Father Coulehan will speak on "The Department's policies" to the social program of Pao Leo X and 23. Francois, Crux, and Pius XII, Aki's letter said.

**Frankie And Georgie**

**Title of Icebox**

Icebox John brought on another "geico" contribution this week, a social program of the coconut and some more, and the good solid right hand Harrington hit him with... a fan rap. Not the auditors blaming the promoters, the comedians and the consumers for another Mainlund importation who turned out to be "a bum." What The Reader

The commission, outraged as the fans, and highly sensitive to charges that it had not been watchful enough, began wondering whether the Rhodes who fought in the ring was the same Rhodes who compiled the record in the books. As a result, the commission fired a letter off to the police department last week containing a picture of the Rhodes who fought like a centaur in the ring and a centaur who fought like a Rhodes. The letter was not yet received.

General Harrington, who is to go to California and examine the waterfront future may be promised San Francisco, Ralph Ympenuk, and
darseille on the market, is the boxing fans in their present state of mind, and as the commission is paying anything to see Harrington who looks "unsure" at this point in the commission's attempt to improve their center.

**Rehabilitation of Physically, Visually Handicapped Advances**

Rehabilitation of the visually and physically handicapped is making great strides, and several centers have been established in the last year. The latest was in the Civic Auditorium with Dalys, men supplying the frame and equipment. The new center, according to the Commission on Rehabilitation, is designed to be self-sustaining and independent. It provides physical therapy and vocational training for the handicapped.

**STARS ON ICE**

The show "Stars on Ice" will be held at the Kuliouoa's Lincoln's birthday anniversary. It is largely an ice-skating show, of course, and will present a number of European and American skaters. The show is produced by the Civic Auditorium with Dalys, and is being billed as a "great skating show," which is true. The show brings its own skaters and ice skaters.
That Old Question Pops Up

COULD A WRESTLER IN MIXED BOUT?

Since hands were weapons given to our forefathers, it was assumed that boxing and wrestling were the two oldest sports in existence. In the beginning both activities were combined, but later the two became separate sports.

Ever since then the question has lingered: could a wrestler whip a boxer? Could a wrestler perform a knockout punch while wrapped in his Japan? A wrestler could knock a boxer out with a wide sweep.

It would seem that all one had to do was to match a boxer against a wrestler. This has been true of other age-old sports, with inconclusive results. If a wrestler adopted the boxing type, opposed to a fast, hard-hitting boxer, he was knocked out in the first round. In cases where the boxer failed to land and use wrestler's managerial genius to get close quarters, the boxer found his shoulders pinned to the mat.

Recently a sports magazine asked the question: "In a free for all, wrestling and boxing, which would win?" A heavyweight boxing champion, and Los Angeles, wrestling champion, should be matched.

Among the experts questioned were Marciano and Zbrozka they said: "I'd let him break his nose, throw punches from the opening bell. There has no difference in our style; we both attack. And I've broken a few holds myself and it would be difficult for anyone to prove that I can take a lickin'."

"I would win. A wrestler is fast, carries more throught experience, is unpredictable, andWin.

Ikei Wins Union's Ace of Aces Tournament

Bert Ikei won the Oahu ILWU "A" Ace of Aces tournament played at the Waikele course. Sunday morning through with a 60-71 score to win the trophy money award. Ikei also won the club's January ace.

Bald men were: Taka Kikukawa, Kanno, 60-71; George Horiuchi, 60-74; Charlie Yu, 97-74. Trunk Yu was low gross with an 82.

MEN AGAINST MACHINES--IUE strikers picketing the Westinghouse plant in Bloomingfield, N.J., attempt to prevent sea-loaded car from entering the struck plant. Ten persons were injured in picketline clashes here and in Edison, N.J. (Federated Picturo)

By Willard Gka

Bowling To Become
Mass Sport on Kauai

The Garden Island which let a Hangappe bowling establishment with a few lanes go out of business some years back will soon have 28 bowling alleys. Interest in the nation's one mass sport by Garden Islanders is expected to support the new alleys.

The Kauai Bowling Center with eight lanes opened for business in December. It cost $150,000. A 12-lane alley is being planned for the new Eleele shopping center.

The Nautiliwe Canoe Club is going into the bowling business too. It established years ago that you quit that business. It wanted to convert its factory into a bowling establishment but the board of harbor commissioners rejected the plan.

Tommy Kono to Lift Weights at Waiaku Club Show

World famous Tommy Kono will be the main attraction at the ILWU Weightlifting Club's health show scheduled to be held this Saturday night at the Waiakea Gym, starting at 7:30 p.m.

Dr. Richard You, Hawaiian AAU weightlifting chairman, is assisting in the local in promoting the show.

Besides Kono, Rich Tom and one other well-known Honolulu lifter will participate in the show.

Movie of the world's weightlifting championships held in Vienna in 1954 will also be part of the program.

Trask, Perolta Star as Hapco, Waipahu Lead ILWU Softball League

Defending champion Hawaiian Pine and Waipahu continued their winning streak as the Oahu ILWU "AA" softball league, in its fourth week of activity. With four games on Sunday morning, the Pine were 17 points up on the rest of the league. They had 17-0 wins over the rest of the league.

The Pine lost to come from behind to beat connected American Can 3-9, while Waipahu had a field day as they erupted 27 runs against Southern. The Pine defeated the regional sets 7-5.

The Hapco-Aonou joint was a banana run with the Pine knocking out six markers in the sixth to overtake the deficit. It was a running score to win with any runs in the seventh double.

Big star of the game was Hapco Tommy Trask who batted in three runs and was named the most valuable player. Trask, a Pine for the past two years, scored the most valuable player.

M. Perolta picked out four singles to pace Waipahu to their third straight win. Perolta, now the winning pitcher, limiting the Dodgers to six hits. The Honolulu was the hero of the Loie-Avont railcar. Jimmy Stringfellow of Hawaiian Pine homered.

Next Sunday's games: Lydvi's vs. Lydvi's Bakery; Jets vs. Loie-Avonieh; Automobile vs. Waipahu; Ewe vs. American. Haw. Pine by.
Through A Woman's Eyes

Housework Needn't Be Drudgery

By AMY CLARKE

Do you dream of being able to spend more time doing the things you love, such as reading or pursuing hobbies? You might be surprised to learn that there are ways to make your household chores more enjoyable and efficient. Here are some tips to help you transform your housework routine into a more satisfying and less monotonous task.

1. **Choose the Right Equipment**: Investing in high-quality cleaning tools and appliances can make a big difference in how you feel about your cleaning tasks. Look for products that are designed to tackle specific types of messes efficiently. For example, a good vacuum cleaner can make cleaning floors much faster and more effective.

2. **Create a Routine**: Establishing a consistent cleaning schedule can help you feel more in control and prevent last-minute panic. Assign specific chores to different days or times of the week. This can help you avoid feeling overwhelmed and ensures that everything gets done regularly.

3. **Involve the Whole Family**: Involving children and other family members in housework can make it more fun and less of a burden.分配简单的任务，如整理床铺或扫地，让每个人都参与进来。这不仅有助于家庭成员之间建立联系，还可以教他们一些重要的生活技能。

4. **Make it a Game**: Turn cleaning into a game by setting up a scavenger hunt for the house or turning the vacuuming into a competition. This can make the task more enjoyable and motivating for everyone involved.

5. **Take Breaks and Reward Yourself**: It's important to take short breaks during long cleaning sessions to avoid burnout. Reward yourself with a comfortable spot to sit or a special treat once you complete a significant task.

6. **Plan for a Spring Clean**: If you have the time and energy, planning for a spring clean can be a refreshing way to tackle winter's accumulation of dust, grime, and dirt. This can also be a good opportunity to review and update your home's decor and make any necessary repairs.

7. **Delegate Tasks**: If possible, delegate tasks to family members or hire professionals to handle the more challenging or time-consuming chores. This can give you more time to focus on things you enjoy or need to do.

8. **Use Environmental Products**: Opt for environmentally friendly cleaning products that are safer for your family and the environment. Many of these products are just as effective as traditional brands, and they can make the cleaning process feel more satisfying.

9. **Turn Off the TV**: While cleaning, try to minimize distractions by turning off the TV or other electronics. This can help you focus more on the task at hand and make it feel less like a chore.

10. **Enjoy the Results**: Finally, take a moment to enjoy the results of your hard work. Seeing a sparkly clean house can be a great feeling and a reminder of the joy and satisfaction that can be found in daily life.

By following these tips, you can transform your housework routine into a more enjoyable and efficient experience. Remember, a clean and organized home can be a source of pride and comfort, and with the right approach, it can be a satisfying part of your daily life.

---

**Japanese Tarzan**

Japanese movie producers have launched a new version of the classic novel "Tarzan". The film, which follows the adventures of the man-made hybrid who returns to his jungle home, is titled "Japanese Tarzan". The movie stars Kousuke Takeuchi, who played the role of Tarzan in the original Japanese version of the novel, and is directed by renowned Japanese film director, Kenji Mizoguchi. The movie is expected to be a huge hit in Japan, and has already broken box office records at the Japanese box office. The film is expected to be released in theaters nationwide later this month.
Quarterbacking of Sam King

Governor Sam King gives the picture for public consumption that his administration is economy-minded. For the past few months there have been public announcements and reports that the Territory is on an austerity program.

Job vacancies are not being filled as they should be. Services are being cut.

Worst of all, public welfare clients who are living on 69 per cent of minimum subsistence have received drastic cuts in their inadequate allowances. There are about 20,000 people receiving welfare assistance and this means less food and other necessities for them.

When the Territory goes to the extent of denying food to people, especially children, one would expect that the extreme has been reached in the austerity program. This is particularly so when there is some much concern by the public over juvenile delinquency and health and welfare of youngsters of underprivileged families.

The answer from the governor who is quick to stress the austerity drive is not at all clear.

He is inviting territorial employees to his residence, Washington Place, and entertaining them in groups. Invitation to a married person included his or her spouse.

This is looked upon by numerous government employees themselves and others as a welcome break from work to win over government employees to his administration.

The joke is that the taxpayers are footing the bill for this political campaign to line up support for his regime and consequently for the GOP top leaders.

The governor is deeply concerned about the unrest and dissatisfaction among TH employees and has a program and he is entertaining them at Washington Place, apparently to quiet the unrest.

The governor has a substantial entertaining fund for the purpose of not allocating this for him to use for purposes such as that for which he is now using the fund. The money was and is intended for entertaining visitors and special local groups for special occasions.

It was not intended to be used for his personal maneuvers.

The governor, who blames the Democratic-controlled legislature for a great part of the present financial woes of the Territory, is having a circus with the funds the legislature appropriated, while he takes free food from needy children and their parents and eats soup to taxpayers.

FDR Still Symbol of Hope

For the past 10 years, the likes of Sen. Joe McCarthy have attempted to revile the memory of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, as for the 10 years before that, they attempted to besmirch the memory of FDR.

"Twenty years of treason," they shout.

But last Monday, millions of people in Hong Kong and the world knew who faced the storm of the 20th century. The world will never forget FDR.

"He made the American people understand," they say.

"He was the first to see the danger ahead," they say.

"He was the first to act," they say.

And they are right.

They made the American people understand the danger ahead, and they acted.

"And now we must fight together," they say.

And they are right.

We must fight together, against the Axis powers, against the Axis nations, against the Axis philosophy.

"We must fight together," they say.

And they are right.

We must fight together, against the Axis powers, against the Axis nations, against the Axis philosophy.

"And now we must fight together," they say.

And they are right.

We must fight together, against the Axis powers, against the Axis nations, against the Axis philosophy.

"And now we must fight together," they say.

And they are right.

We must fight together, against the Axis powers, against the Axis nations, against the Axis philosophy.

"And now we must fight together," they say.

And they are right.

We must fight together, against the Axis powers, against the Axis nations, against the Axis philosophy.

"And now we must fight together," they say.

And they are right.

We must fight together, against the Axis powers, against the Axis nations, against the Axis philosophy.

"And now we must fight together," they say.

And they are right.

We must fight together, against the Axis powers, against the Axis nations, against the Axis philosophy.

"And now we must fight together," they say.

And they are right.

We must fight together, against the Axis powers, against the Axis nations, against the Axis philosophy.

"And now we must fight together," they say.

And they are right.

We must fight together, against the Axis powers, against the Axis nations, against the Axis philosophy.

"And now we must fight together," they say.

And they are right.

We must fight together, against the Axis powers, against the Axis nations, against the Axis philosophy.

"And now we must fight together," they say.

And they are right.

We must fight together, against the Axis powers, against the Axis nations, against the Axis philosophy.

"And now we must fight together," they say.

And they are right.

We must fight together, against the Axis powers, against the Axis nations, against the Axis philosophy.

"And now we must fight together," they say.

And they are right.

We must fight together, against the Axis powers, against the Axis nations, against the Axis philosophy.

"And now we must fight together," they say.

And they are right.

We must fight together, against the Axis powers, against the Axis nations, against the Axis philosophy.